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SILICON BEACH FILM FESTIVAL at Savor Cinema
February 9 – 11, 2018
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 9

6pm MABEL, MABEL, TIGER TRAINER p2
8pm Vahene Te Moana "Girl In The Sea” p2
LOVE AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN p2
10pm Friday Night Shorts p2

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 10
1pm Saturday Short Docs p4
3:30 Saturday Shorts p5
6pm Secret p6
ARES 11 p6
8pm Doble 9 p6
VALENTINA p6

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 11
1pm Sunday Shorts p6-7

3pm One, Two, Guess Who’s Who p7
5pm The Frat Cooler Diaries p8
EVILS OF A FOSTER CHILD p8
730pm This Modern Man Is Beat p8
THE GIANT KILLER p8

Tickets are $12 General Admission; $10 Seniors;
$9 Student & Military; $8 FLIFF Members
FREE for FLIFF Superstars and Executive Producers
General Information:
Silicon Beach Film Festival
4640 Admiralty Way #500, Marina del Rey, CA 90292
siliconbeachff@gmail.com
www.siliconbeachff.com

Festival Director: Jon Gursha
Festival Programmer: Peter Greene
Festival Co-Producer: Eric Vollweiler

Program Book Design by; KenPernaDesign.com

Silicon Beach Film Festival is a Registered Trademark. • Copyright 2018

Funding for this event is provided in part by the Broward County Board of County Commissioners
as recommended by the Broward Cultural Council and Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention &
Visitors Bureau. Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of
Cultural Affairs, and The Florida Council on Arts & Culture
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6PM, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9

MABEL, MABEL, TIGER TAMER
Director: Leslie Zemeckis
USA / 2016 / 87 min / English

In the early 1900, Mabel left her abusive, povertystricken home in rural Kentucky and made her
way to Hollywood’s big screen as a stunt double
for Mae West, and shortly thereafter found her
way in the circus as a sexy cooch dancer. But it was when Mabel laid eyes on a 400-lb tiger
that her world changed forever. In that that moment she was determined to train the big cats
– a skill reserved exclusively for men, and something she was told no woman could ever do.
Leslie Zemickis’ feature-length documentary uncovers Mabel’s rise to stardom as one of the
most famous and highly regarded tiger trainers in the world. But her rise to stardom was not
without sacrifices. After multiple failed marriages Mabel increasingly took solace in the company of her cats, and during her thirty-year career at Jungleland in Thousand Oaks, she
transformed the suburban theme park into a world-famous Southern California attraction.

8PM, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9

Vahine I Te Moana
‘Girl in the Sea’

Director: Colter Johnson
USA-French Polynesia / 2017 / 18 min / English + French
& Polynesian w/English sub-titles
Vahine I Te Moana follows Tahitian windsurfer Mathilde
Zampieri, the youngest female professional windsurfer in
the world. At 16 years old, Zampieri is also the youngest
competitor in her island’s history. This film follows Zampieri
as she breaks new ground in her sport and empowers
women all around the world.
Followed by:

LOVE & EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
Director: Jeremiah Kipp, USA / 2017 / 100 min / English

It's summer in the Hamptons and love is in the air! What
could possibly go wrong? Recent college graduate Matt
Lynch (Michael Dougherty) romances 17 year-old Abby
Smythe (Lexi Lapp). Their relationship is put to the test
when a July 4th beach party ends with a sexual assault,
causing their relationship to implode. What unravels
is Love & Everything In Between!
Cast: Michael Dougherty, Lexi Lapp, Nick Gregory, Angela
Pierce, Mikaela Happas, Tom Leddy, Leah Wasilewski,
Drew Ledbetter, Chris Bean, Gary Andreassen, Katherine
Andreassen, Dennis Kozee, Rick Zahn, Larisa Polonsky,
James Sperber, Jay Dabhi, Graham Powell, Billy Paterson,
Quentin Mare, Andzela Maglione, Joe Pallister, Elena
McGhee, Patrick Cooley, Sanford C Jason, Philip Hoffman, Christopher Gray, Rich Graff,
James Kiernan, Margot Steinberg, Sarita Mendoza, Kenneth De Abrew, Chloe Dirksen, Tyler
Murphy.
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8PM, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9

FRIDAY NIGHT SHORTS 78 min
Substratae
Director: Margie Kelk, USA / 2017 / 5 min /

A glimpse of mythical lives glowing under the earth's surface, beneath the eternal flux, with energies hidden deep within the earth.
There is mystery here, and a sense of the otherworldly tempered
with a dash of humour.. Alan Sondheim composed the music
used in the film, and Lynne Slater provided technical support.

Alchemy Director: Brandon Polanco

14 min
As a failed everyman begins working through pages and
pages of a questions, time begins to elongate and the man
finds himself tormented, becoming more and more isolated.
He battles the unknown, ultimately transcending into a heightened reality, discovering a new life existing between multiple
worlds, both familiar and otherworldly.

Ma Terre (My Ground)

Director: Michael Rue 14 min
My smell remembers this sweet and strange perfume that emanated from the street, it was the taste of freedom ... my freedom, my flight in the life of the great, finally, that I became great
and strong, now I’m able to go alone without the help and presence of my father with me, the one that meant so much in my
life, since these early rounds of bicycle wheels up today!

Photokill Director: Lance J. Reha

USA / 2017 / 20 min / English
A thief steals a camera that he later discovers contains
photos of a hideous crime. Now he and his girlfriend fear
they are the next target as the photographer seeks revenge.

The Last Dance Director: Conchita Vidal 11 min

The emptiness of the abandoned, the imprint left by the
absence of the beloved one, the loss, the resistance,…
the body as battle, as tragic element that
dances before the abyss of the Void.

Blind Truth Director: Laura Burnett

15 min
In this crime thriller, a blind ex prosecutor meets a friendly
new neighbor whom unbeknown to her, is connected to
her judicial past. Claire goes about her daily routine in the
safety of her home, when she unknowingly lets in a nefarious figure who was waiting for the opportune time. Claire,
helpless, and alone, must confront and come to terms with
the deepest, and darkest part of herself to survive. The
truth alters the course of their lives forever.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1PM

SHORT DOCS – 79 min
Shinrin-Yoku (Forest Bathing)

Director: Mark Knight 6 min
Forest bathing is the practice of taking a short, leisurely visit
to a forest for health benefits. The practice originated in Japan
where it is called shinrin-yoku. Proven by scientists to benefit
physical as well as mental health Shinrin-Yoku helps to lower
heart rate, blood pressure, reduce stress hormone production, boost immunity and mood and improve overall feelings
of wellbeing.

Porkchop & The 28th Street
North Carolina Watermelons

Director: Raissa Contreras 7 min
This piece is a 16 mm, b&w, silent, cinema verite short showing Porkchop selling his watermelons on a summer day in
Baltimore.

After Maria

Director: Kerry Clemens 10 min
In the wake of the category 5 hurricane that hit Puerto Rico,
lies the small western remote town of Añasco. Would they receive aid or help? Or, would they be left to fend for themselves?

Way Of Life

Director: Blaze Hunter 10 min
This film follows the story of João de Macedo, an underdog
big wave surfer who tries to run the world tour without a
major sponsor. Filmed over the last 6 months in
some of the most iconic big wave surf spots around the
world.

Beneath The Crown

Director: Susan Gallagher 23 min
Tiny Lake Wales, Florida is home to orange groves, Bok
Tower Gardens, and Miss Universe 1967. Sylvia Hitchcock Carson chose a quiet family life over the fame and
fortune she could have had after winning her crown, but
she has no regrets. Now, as she faces terminal
cancer, the actress friend she mentored over the years
helps her share the secret of living a full life caring for others.

My Beautiful Nicaragua

Director: Edelsin Linette Menedez 25 min
12-year-old Edelsin Linette Mendez illuminates the consequences of climate change on the coffee market, her community’s traditional source of livelihood and Nicaragua’s
primary agricultural product.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 3:30PM

SATURDAY SHORTS

Follow Me

125 min

Director: Mikey Levitt 12 min
When Payton Harris and Victoria Hernandez meet over Twitter,
the two must overcome an overbearing sister, financial difficulties and a language barrier in order to meet, in person, for the
first time.

Unforgotten

Director: Alexander Wilson-Flynn 15 min
An elderly man near the end of his passes lonely days in a
nursing home writing letters to an old friend. But the arrival of
a new occupant in the home, re-opens the doors to his past
and changes everything.

Side Effects

Director Jonathan Vargas 15 min
After owning money to a local drug dealer, Kevin and Scott decide to set up a drug deal in order to pay off their debt. However, what they don't know that the drug that they are selling
has a side effect that will turn the consumer into a zombie.

The Proposal Artist

Directors: Ana Lucia Chaverria & Michael Huntsman 23 min
A marriage proposal planner helps her best friend's sister with
an engagement proposal, until she finds out that her exboyfriend is the one doing the proposing.

Evenings

Director: Damien Gautier 29 min
After spending 30 years in jail, Joe finds many difficulties readjusting. Mixing his past with his future is not easy; his uncomfortable encounters are disturbing his peace, but thanks to a
fiery young girl, his pessimistic vision of life could possibly
change forever.

War Dog Director: John Powers

31 min
A father strives to welcome home his daughter from
the war zone, but neither he or her friends are prepared for
what combat has done to this young woman.

Persepolis
a virtual reconstructions

Director: Manoochehr Fonooni 15 min
An animated reconstruction of the Persepolis. Persepolis,
northeast of the city of Shiraz in, Iran.The goal of this endeavor is to bring Persepolis back to life - not only to show
the complexities of its urban design but also to illuminate the
wealth of details to a wide spectrum of both professionals
and interested laymen alike.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 6PM

Secret

Director: Shana Gagnon 15 min
Love, loss, and healing. We follow the protagonist through the
stages of grief after the recent loss of her husband; a die-hard
Detroit Tigers Fan. This film is about the healing power of nature, the secret language of animals, and the majestic beauty
of horses. Keep going. And always, "Look Up." Dedicated to
the memory of the director's father, Glenn Gagnon.
Followed by...

ARES 11 Director: Robert Goodrich

France / 2016 / 89 min / French w/English sub-titles

Four crew members of a military spacecraft are faced with an
unfathomable dilemma after their ship is attacked, leaving
them only enough air for two of them to return to base alive. In
a fight for survival, each crew member must decide whether they are to accept their fate or
betray their friends, as tensions rise and the air slowly leaks from the crippled spacecraft.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 8PM

Doble 9

Director: Aisha Schliessler 11 min
DOBLE 9 is a short documentary about four Cuban exiles
who find camaraderie within the domino club of Miami's Little Havana.

VALENTINA

Director: Jorge Xolalpa Jr.
USA / 2017 / 80 min / Spanish w/English sub-titles

When her daughter is held hostage, Valentina tries to find a
way to come up with the ransom money, leading her to fight
the system.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1PM

SUNDAY SHORTS – 70 min
It’s Called Love

Director: Stephen William Tenner 4 min
The longings of ones heart in the quest of pure loves true embrace. Reminiscent of simpler times when Courtship, Romance, Passion, and Purity were at the forefront of True Love,
with Roseann Sureda.

Dumped

Director: Robert Friedman 5 min
Rachel (Rachel Feldman) is a confident, blonde, yoga, instructor, whose life was on track until her boyfriend unceremoniously dumps her. Who hasn’t experienced the sting, the pain
and the humiliation of being road kill for another’s ego?
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The Devil Goes Down

Director: Nicholas Julius 10 min
The Devil challenges a young man to a game of basketball.
The stakes? What is in the Devil's bag against the young man's
soul.

Lilies in the Forest

Director: Brian O’Neill 5 min
Two lost souls in search of a deeper connection form an unlikely bond during a brief encounter in-transit over their mutual
appreciation for Myrna Loy.

Wednesday Morning

Director: Mario Garza 7 min
In the middle of Roger’s dentist appointment, his dentist has a
heart attack. Will Roger save his life?

The Villager

Director: Ian James Ortiz 12 min
A conflicted businessman, in search of a new path, falls for an
ambitious out of towner only to discover their circles are closer
than he expected or hoped.

Pric-Ture This!

Director: Caryn Ann Osofsky 19 min
A modern Orthodox Woman rushes to a hospital emergency room, only to receive a less then "Orthodox" examination. PRIC-TURE THIS! shines a light on why women
inevitably expose their most personal selves in the least
private of circumstances. Yet sometimes these awkward
moments teach us something new and unexpected about
ourselves.

MAJESTYK

Director: Eric Roth 15 min
After his release from prison, Wilson Majestyk seeks revenge
against his former colleagues for all the years taken from him.
He tracks them down only to find out that revenge is not as
sweet as he had hoped.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 3PM

ONE, TWO, GUESS WHO'S WHO
USA / 108 min / English

In a rich Manhattan condo a billionaire lady is murdered. All
the evidence leads the police to the conclusion of a suspect
but they are wrong. A murder mystery in the style of Hitchcock
that goes backwards
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 5PM

The Frat Cooler Diaries

Director: Eddie Del Carmen 10 Min
After learning about the odd true life tradition of college
girls slaving to create elaborate coolers for their fraternity
formal dates, Isabel turns to the internet and a wacky viral
guru to try to concoct a last minute creation that will either
blow away the competition or her own reputation!

EVILS OF A FOSTER CHILD

Director: Jerome-Anthony Larkin
USA / 2017 / 69 min / English
Josie is an awkward difficult teenager, trying to find herself as
she is shuffled from foster home to foster home. She meets
her rival, her new foster mom, Genevieve. And the two of them
clash violently, until it reaches deadly circumstances.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 7:30

THE GIANT KILLER Director: David Yuzuk
USA / 2017 / 79 min / English

What started out as a film about a homeless Vet and decorated
hero turned when Richard Flaherty was killed in a suspicious hit&-run . Dubbed“The Giant Killer,” Flaherty was 4' 9", the smallest
to serve in the US military. He became a Special Forces Green
Beret Captain and awarded Silver Star, 2 Bronze Stars, and 2
Purple Hearts for his tours in Vietnam. However, his post-war life
was shrouded in mystery, danger, and espionage.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 9:30 AWARDS PRESENTATION
(AFTER THE GIANT KILLER SCREENING)

SAVE THE DATE!
SILICON BEACH FILM FESTIVAL (LA)
April 22nd - 30th
Cinemark 18 & XD @ the Howard Hughes Promenade
Panels, parties, films and more...Hope to see you there!

ARES 11
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Thanks
and Congratulations
To

Eric-John-Peter

For Presenting
The Silicon Beach
Film Festival

Q

It’s Called Love

Peter and Miriam
Vollweiler

